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LOCAL BOUNDED COCHAIN PROJECTIONS
RICHARD S. FALK AND RAGNAR WINTHER
Abstract. We construct projections from HΛk (Ω), the space of diﬀerential
k forms on Ω which belong to L2 (Ω) and whose exterior derivative also belongs to L2 (Ω), to ﬁnite dimensional subspaces of HΛk (Ω) consisting of piecewise polynomial diﬀerential forms deﬁned on a simplicial mesh of Ω. Thus,
their deﬁnition requires less smoothness than assumed for the deﬁnition of the
canonical interpolants based on the degrees of freedom. Moreover, these projections have the properties that they commute with the exterior derivative
and are bounded in the HΛk (Ω) norm independent of the mesh size h. Unlike some other recent work in this direction, the projections are also locally
deﬁned in the sense that they are deﬁned by local operators on overlapping
macroelements, in the spirit of the Clément interpolant. A double complex
structure is introduced as a key tool to carry out the construction.

1. Introduction
Projection operators which commute with the governing diﬀerential operators
are key tools for the stability analysis of ﬁnite element methods associated to a
diﬀerential complex. In fact, such projections have been a central feature of the
analysis of mixed ﬁnite element methods since the beginning of such analysis; cf. [5,
6]. However, a key diﬃculty is that, for most of the standard ﬁnite element spaces,
the canonical projection operators deﬁned from the degrees of freedom are not well
deﬁned on the appropriate function spaces. This is the case for the Lagrange ﬁnite
elements, considered as a subspace of the Sobolev space H 1 , and for the RaviartThomas [20], Brezzi-Douglas-Marini [7], and Nédélec [18, 19] ﬁnite element spaces
considered as subspaces of H(div) or H(curl). For example, the classical continuous
piecewise linear interpolant, based on the values at the vertices of the mesh, is not
deﬁned for functions in H 1 in dimensions higher than one. Therefore, even if the
canonical projections commute with the governing diﬀerential operators on smooth
functions, these operators cannot be directly used in a stability argument for the
associated ﬁnite element method due to the lack of boundedness of the projections
in the proper operator norms. In addition to the canonical projection operators,
it is worth mentioning another family of projection operators that commute with
the exterior derivative. This approach, usually referred to as projection based
interpolation, is detailed in the work of Demkowicz and collaborators (cf. [8],
[12], [13], [14], [15]). The main motivation for the construction of these operators
was the analysis of the so-called p-version of the ﬁnite element method, i.e., the
focus is on the dependence of the polynomial degree of the ﬁnite element spaces.
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However, as in the case of the canonical projection operators, the deﬁnition of
these operators requires some additional smoothness of the underlying functions,
so again they cannot be used directly in the standard stability arguments. On the
other hand, the classical Clément interpolant [11] is a local operator, and it is well
deﬁned for functions in L2 . However, the Clément interpolant is not a projection,
and the obvious extensions of the Clément operator to higher order ﬁnite element
diﬀerential forms (cf. [1,3]) do not commute with the exterior derivative. Therefore,
these operators are not directly suitable for a stability analysis.
Bounded commuting projections have been constructed in previous work. The
ﬁrst such construction was given by Schöberl in [21]. The idea is to compose a
smoothing operator and the unbounded canonical projection to obtain a bounded
operator which maps the proper function space into the ﬁnite element space. In
order to obtain a projection, one composes the resulting operator with the inverse
of this operator restricted to the ﬁnite element space. In [21], a perturbation of
the ﬁnite element space itself was used to construct the proper smoother. In a related paper, Christiansen [9] proposed to use a more standard smoothing operator
deﬁned by a molliﬁer function. Using this idea, variants of Schöberl’s construction
are analyzed in [1, Section 5], [3, Section 5], and [10]. The constructed projections,
frequently referred to as “smoothed projections,” commute with the exterior derivative and they are bounded in L2 . Therefore, they can be used to establish stability
of ﬁnite element methods. However, these projections lack another key property
of the canonical projections; they are not locally deﬁned. In fact, up to now it
has been an open question if it is possible to construct bounded and commuting
projections which are locally deﬁned. The projections deﬁned in this paper have all
these properties. The construction presented below resembles the construction of
the Clément operator in the sense that it is based on local operators on overlapping
macroelements. The discussion here is performed in the setting of no boundary
conditions, but the construction of the projections also adapt naturally to homogeneous essential boundary conditions; cf. [10] for a corresponding discussion in the
setting of smoothed projections.
We will adopt the language of ﬁnite element exterior calculus as in [1, 3]. The
theory presented in these papers may be described as follows. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a
bounded polyhedral domain, and let HΛk (Ω) be the space of diﬀerential k forms
u on Ω, which is in L2 , and where its exterior derivative, du = dk u, is also in L2 .
This space is a Hilbert space. The L2 version of the de Rham complex then takes
the form
d

d

d

HΛ0 (Ω) −
→ HΛ1 (Ω) −
→ ··· −
→ HΛn (Ω).
The basic construction in ﬁnite element exterior calculus is of a corresponding
subcomplex
d

d

d

Λ0h −
→ Λ1h −
→ ··· −
→ Λnh ,
where the spaces Λkh are ﬁnite dimensional subspaces of HΛk (Ω) consisting of piecewise polynomial diﬀerential forms with respect to a partition, Th , of the domain Ω.
In the theoretical analysis of the stability of numerical methods constructed from
this discrete complex, bounded projections πhk : HΛk (Ω) → Λkh are utilized, such
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that the following diagram commutes.
d

d

d

d

d

HΛ0 (Ω) −−→ HΛ1 (Ω) −−→ · · · −−→ HΛn (Ω)
⏐
⏐
⏐
⏐ 1
⏐πn
⏐ 0
πh
 h
πh
Λ0h

d

−−→

−−→ · · · −−→

Λ1h

Λnh

Such commuting projections are referred to as cochain projections. The importance
of bounded cochain projections is immediately seen from the analysis of the mixed
ﬁnite element approximation of the associated Hodge Laplacian. In fact, it follows
from the results of [3, Section 3.3] that the existence of bounded cochain projections
is equivalent to stability of the associated ﬁnite element method. Furthermore, if
these projections are local, like the ones we construct here, then improved properties
with respect to error estimates and adaptivity may be obtained; cf. [16, 17].
For a general reference to ﬁnite element exterior calculus, we refer to the survey
papers [1, 3], and references given therein. As is shown there, the spaces Λkh are
taken from two main families. Either Λkh is of the form Pr Λk (Th ), consisting of
all elements of HΛk (Ω) which restrict to polynomial k-forms of degree at most r
on each simplex T in the partition Th , or Λkh = Pr− Λk (Th ), which is a space which
sits between Pr Λk (Th ) and Pr−1 Λk (Th ) (the exact deﬁnition will be recalled below).
These spaces are generalizations of the Raviart-Thomas and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini
spaces, used to discretize H(div) and H(rot) in two space dimensions, and the
Nédélec edge and face spaces of the ﬁrst and second kind, used to discretize H(curl)
and H(div) in three space dimensions.
A main feature of the construction of the projections given below is that they
are based on a direct sum geometrical decomposition of the ﬁnite element space.
In the general case of ﬁnite element diﬀerential forms, such a decomposition was
constructed in [2]. However, this is a standard concept in the case of Lagrange ﬁnite
elements. Let Th be a simplicial triangulation of a polyhedral domain Ω ∈ Rn . If
T is a simplex we let Δ(T ) be the set of all subsimplexes of T , and by Δm (T ) all
subsimplexes of dimension m. So if T is a tetrahedron in R3 , then Δm (T ) are the
set of vertices, edges, and faces of T for m = 0, 1, 2, respectively. We further denote
by Δ(Th ) the set of all subsimplices of all dimensions of the triangulation Th , and
correspondingly by Δm (Th ) the set of all subsimplices of dimension m. The desired
geometric decomposition of the spaces Pr Λk (Th ) and Pr− Λk (Th ) is based on the
property that the elements of these spaces are uniquely determined by their trace,
trf , for all f of Δ(Th ) with dimension greater or equal to k. The decompositions
of the spaces Pr Λk (Th ) established in [2] is then of the form
(1.1)

Pr Λk (Th ) =



k
Ef,r
(P̊r Λk (f )).

f ∈Δ(Th )

dim f ≥k

Here P̊r Λk (f ) is the subspace of Pr Λk (f ) consisting of elements with vanishing trace
k
: P̊r Λk (f ) → Pr Λk (Th ) is an extension
on the boundary of f . The operator Ef,r
k
is the identity operator on P̊r Λk (f ). Furtheroperator in the sense that trf ◦Ef,r
k
k
(P̊r Λk (f )) is
more, Ef,r is local in the sense that the support of functions in Ef,r
restricted to the union of the elements of Th which have f as a subsimplex. A
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completely analogous decomposition
(1.2)

Pr− Λk (Th ) =



k−
Ef,r
(P̊r− Λk (f ))

f ∈Δ(Th )

dim f ≥k

exists for the space Pr− Λk (Th ).
We will utilize modiﬁcations of the decompositions (1.1) and (1.2) to construct
local bounded cochain projections onto the ﬁnite element spaces Pr Λk (Th ) and
Pr− Λk (Th ). In the spirit of the Clément operator, we will use local projections to
deﬁne the operators trf ◦πhk for each f ∈ Δ(Th ) with dimension greater or equal to
k. To make sure that the projections πhk commute with the exterior derivative, we
will use a local Hodge Laplace problem to deﬁne the local projections, while the
extension operators will be of the form of harmonic extension operators.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation,
and we show how to construct the new projection in the case of scalar valued
functions, or zero forms. We also review some basic results on diﬀerential forms
and their ﬁnite element approximations. A key step of the theory below is to
construct a special projection into the space of Whitney forms [22], i.e., the space
P1− Λk (Th ). In fact, in the present setting the construction in this lowest order
case is in some sense the most diﬃcult part of the theory, since here we need to
relate local operators deﬁned on diﬀerent subdomains. To achieve this we utilize a
structure which resembles the Čech-de Rham double complex; cf. [4]. In addition
to being a projection onto the Whitney forms, the special projection constructed
in Section 3 will also satisfy a mean value property with respect to higher order
ﬁnite element spaces; cf. equation (3.1) below. The general construction of the
cochain projections, covering all spaces of the form Pr Λk (Th ) or Pr− Λk (Th ), is then
performed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we derive precise local bounds for the
constructed projections.
2. Notation and preliminaries
We will use ·, · to denote L2 inner products on the domain Ω. For subdomains
D ⊂ Ω we will use a subscript to indicate the domain, i.e., we write u, vD to
denote the L2 inner product on the domain D.
We will assume that {Th } is a family of simplicial triangulations of Ω ∈ Rn ,
indexed by the mesh parameter h = maxT ∈Th hT , where hT is the diameter of
T . In fact, hf will be used to denote the diameter of any f ∈ Δ(Th ). We will
assume throughout that the triangulation is shape regular, i.e., the ratio hnT /|T |
is uniformly bounded for all the simplices T ∈ Th and all triangulations of the
family. Here |T | denotes the volume of T . Note that it is a simple consequence of
shape regularity that the ratio hT /hf , for f ∈ Δ(T ) with dim f ≥ 1 is also uniformly
bounded. We will use [x0 , x1 , . . . xk ] to denote the convex combination of the points
x0 , x1 , . . . , xk ∈ Ω. Hence, any f ∈ Δk (Th ) is of the form f = [x0 , x1 , . . . xk ],
where x0 , x1 , . . . , xk ∈ Δ0 (Th ). Furthermore, the order of the points xj reﬂects the
orientation of the manifold f . We will let fj ∈ Δk−1 (Th ) denote the subcomplex
of f obtained by deleting the vertex xj , i.e., fj = [x0 , . . . , xj−1 , x̂j , xj+1 , . . . , xk ].
Here the symbol  over a term means that the term is omitted. Hence, if j is even,
then fj has the orientation induced from f , while the orientation is reversed if j is
odd.
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For each f ∈ Δ(Th ), we let Ωf be the associated macroelement consisting of the
union of the elements of Th containing f , i.e.,

Ωf = {T | T ∈ Th , f ∈ Δ(T ) }.
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Figure 1. Vertex macroelement, n = 2.

Figure 2. Edge macroelement, n = 2.

In addition to macroelements Ωf , we will also ﬁnd it convenient to introduce the
notion of an extended macroelement Ωef deﬁned for f ∈ Δ(Th ) by

Ωef =
Ωg .
g∈Δ0 (f )

JJ
J
J

J

J

JJ

JJ
J

J
gJ
0

J

f
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J
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J
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Figure 3. The extended macroelement Ωef corresponding to the union of the two
macroelements Ωg0 (outlined by the thick lines) and Ωg1 , n = 2.
In the special case that dim f = 0, i.e., f is a vertex, then Ωef = Ωf . In general,
if f, g ∈ Δ(Th ) with g ∈ Δ(f ), then
Ωf ⊂ Ωg

and Ωeg ⊂ Ωef .

We shall assume throughout that all the macroelements of the form Ωf and Ωef ,
for f ∈ Δ(Th ), are contractive. We let Tf,h denote the restriction of Th to Ωf ,
e
while Tf,h
is the corresponding restriction of Th to Ωef . It is straightforward to
check that a consequence of the shape regularity of the family {Th } is that the
ratio |Ωef |/|Ωf | is uniformly bounded. Furthermore, the coverings {Ωf }f ∈Δ(Th ) and
{Ωef }f ∈Δ(Th ) of the domain Ω both have the bounded overlap property, i.e., the
sum of the characteristic functions is bounded uniformly in h. Finally, although
the projections πhk that we construct clearly depend on h, we will simplify notation
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by dropping the subscript h, referring to them as π k . The subscript h will also be
dropped on other operators whose dependence on h is clear.
2.1. Construction of the projection for scalar valued functions. To motivate the construction for the general case of k forms given below, we will ﬁrst
give an outline of how the projection is constructed for zero forms, i.e., for scalar
valued functions. The projection π 0 will map the space H 1 (Ω) = HΛ0 (Ω) into
Pr Λ0 (Th ), the space of continuous piecewise polynomials of degree r with respect
to the partition Th . The space Pr Λ0 (Tf,h ) is the restriction of the space Pr Λ0 (Th )
to Tf,h , and P̊r Λ0 (Tf,h ) is the subspace of Pr Λ0 (Tf,h ) of functions which vanish on
the boundary, ∂Ωf , of Ωf . Of course, by the zero extension the space P̊r Λ0 (Tf,h )
can also be considered as a subspace of Pr Λ0 (Th ).
A key tool for the construction is the local projection Pf0 : H 1 (Ωf ) → Pr (Tf,h ),
associated to each f ∈ Δ(Th ). If dim f = 0, such that f is a vertex, we deﬁne Pf0
by Pf0 u ∈ Pr Λ0 (Tf,h ) as the H 1 projection of u, i.e., Pf0 u is the solution of
Pf0 u, 1Ωf = u, 1Ωf ,
dPf0 u, dvΩf = du, dvΩf ,

v ∈ Pr (Tf,h ).

Of course, for zero forms, the exterior derivative, d, can be identiﬁed with the
ordinary gradient operator. When 1 ≤ dim f ≤ n, we ﬁrst deﬁne the space
P̆r Λ0 (Tf,h ) = {u ∈ Pr Λ0 (Tf,h ) | trf u ∈ P̊r (f ) }.
We then deﬁne Pf0 u ∈ P̆r Λ0 (Tf,h ) as the solution of
dPf0 u, dvΩf = du, dvΩf ,

v ∈ P̆r Λ0 (Tf,h ).

The projection π 0 will be deﬁned recursively with respect to the dimensions of
the subsimplices of the triangulation Th . More precisely, we will utilize a sequence
0 n
0
}m=0 , and deﬁne π 0 = πn0 . The operators πm
are deﬁned
of local operators {πm
recursively by

0
0
0
u = πm−1
u+
Ef0 trf Pf0 (u − πm−1
u), 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
(2.1)
πm
f ∈Δm (Th )

Here
: P̊r (f ) → P̊r Λ (Tf,h ) ⊂ Pr Λ0 (Th ) is the harmonic extension operator
determined by
Ef0

0

dEf0 φ, dvΩf = 0,

v ∈ P̊r Λ0 (Tf,h ), trf v = 0,

and that trf Ef0 is the identity on P̊r (f ). To simplify notation, we have suppressed
the dependency of the operator Ef0 on the degree r. It is a key property that
trg Ef0 φ = 0 for all g ∈ Δ(Th ), dim g ≤ dim f , and g = f . For the vertex degrees of
freedom we will use an alternative extension operator. We simply deﬁne π00 by


Ef0 trf Pf0 u =
Ef0 (Pf0 u)(f )
π00 u =
f ∈Δ0 (Th )

f ∈Δ0 (Th )

Ef0 α

where, for any α ∈ R,
is the piecewise linear function with value α at the vertex
f and value zero at all other vertices. Hence, for f ∈ Δ0 (Th ) we have Ef0 = Ef0
if r = 1. The reason for choosing the special low order extension operator for
vertices is not essential at this point, but will be needed later to make sure that the
projections π k commute with the exterior derivative.
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The key result for the construction above is the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The operator π 0 is a projection onto Pr Λ0 (Th ).
Proof. To see that π 0 is a projection, we only need to check that if u ∈ Pr Λ0 (Th ),
then for all f ∈ Δ(Th ), trf π 0 u = trf u. We do this by induction on m, where m
corresponds to the dimension of the face f ∈ Δ(Th ). We assume throughout that
0
has the property that
u ∈ Pr Λ0 (Th ). We will show that the operator πm
0
trf πm
u = trf u if f ∈ Δ(Th )

(2.2)

with dim f ≤ m,

this will establish the desired result. If f ∈ Δ0 (Th ), then Ph0 u =
and since π =
u|Ωf . By construction, it therefore follows that (2.2) holds for m = 0. Assume next
that (2.2) holds for m−1, where 1 ≤ m ≤ n. It follows that for any f ∈ Δm (Th ), we
0
0
0
have trf (u−πm−1
u) ∈ P̊r (f ), and therefore Pf0 (u−πm−1
u) = u−πm−1
u. It follows
0
0
by construction that trg πm u = trg πm−1 u = trg u for g ∈ Δ(Th ), with dim g < m,
while for f ∈ Δm (Th ) we have
0

πn0

0
0
0
u = trf (πm−1
u + Pf0 (u − πm−1
u)) = trf u.
trf πm



Therefore, (2.2) holds for m and the proof is completed.
0

It follows from the construction above that the operator π is local. For example,
for any T ∈ Th we have that (π00 u)T depends only on u restricted to the extended
macroelement ΩeT . Deﬁne Dm,T ⊂ Ω by

(2.3)
Dm,T = { Dm−1,T  | T  ∈ Tf,h , f ∈ Δm (T ) }, D0,T = ΩeT .
It follows from (2.1) that (πm u)|T depends only on u|Dm,T . In particular, (π 0 u)|T
depends only on u|DT , where DT = Dn,T .
The operator π 0 satisﬁes the following local estimate.
Theorem 2.2. Let T ∈ Th . The operator π 0 satisﬁes the bounds
π0u

L2 (T )

≤ C( u

L2 (DT )

+ hT du

L2 (DT ) )

and
dπ 0 u L2 (T ) ≤ C du L2 (DT ) ,
where the constant C is independent of h and T ∈ Th .
In fact, this result is just a special case of Theorem 5.2 below, so we omit the proof
here. Of course, due to the bounded overlap property of the covering {DT }T ∈Th
of Ω, derived from the corresponding property of {Ωef }, global estimates follow
directly from the local estimates above.
2.2. Diﬀerential forms and ﬁnite element spaces. We will basically adopt
the notation from [3]. The spaces Pr Λk (Th ) ⊂ HΛk (Ω) can be characterized as the
space of piecewise polynomial k forms u of degree less than or equal to r, such that
the trace, trf u, is continuous for all f ∈ Δ(Th ), with dim f ≥ k, where we recall that
the trace, trf , of a diﬀerential form is deﬁned by restricting to f and applying the
form only to tangent vectors. The space Pr− Λk (Th ) ⊂ HΛk (Ω) is deﬁned similarly,
but on each element T ∈ Th , u is restricted to be in Pr− Λk ⊂ Pr Λk . Here, the
polynomial class Pr− Λk consists of all elements u of Pr Λk such that u contracted
with the position vector x, ux, is in Pr Λk−1 . Hence, for each k we have a sequence
of nested spaces
P1− Λk (Th ) ⊂ P1 Λk (Th ) ⊂ P2− Λk (Th ) ⊂ . . . HΛk (Ω).
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In particular, Pr− Λ0 (Th ) = Pr Λ0 (Th ), and Pr− Λn (Th ) = Pr−1 Λn (Th ).
Instead of distinguishing the theory for the spaces Pr− Λk (Th ) and Pr Λk (Th ), we
will use the simpliﬁed notation PΛk (Th ) to denote either a space of the family
Pr− Λk (Th ) or Pr Λk (Th ). More precisely, we assume that we are given a sequence
of spaces PΛk (Th ), for k = 0, 1, . . . , n, such that the corresponding polynomial
sequence (PΛ, d), given by
d

d

d

R → PΛ0 (Rn ) −−→ PΛ1 (Rn ) −−→ · · · −−→ PΛn (Rn ) → 0

(2.4)

is an exact complex (cf. Section 5.1.4 of [3]). In particular, this allows for combinations of spaces taken from the two families Pr− Λk (Th ) and Pr Λk (Th ). For any
f ∈ Δ(Th ), with dim f ≥ k, the space PΛk (f ) = trf PΛk (Th ), while P̊Λk (f ) =
{v ∈ PΛk (f ) | tr∂f v = 0}. The corresponding polynomial complexes of the form
(PΛ(f ), d) are all exact. Furthermore, the complexes with homogeneous boundary
conditions, (P̊Λ(f ), d), given by
d

d

d

P̊Λ0 (f ) −−→ P̊Λ1 (f ) −−→ · · · −−→ P̊Λdim f (f ) → R

(2.5)

are also exact.
We recall that the spaces PΛk (Th ) admit degrees of freedom of the form

trf u ∧ η, η ∈ P  (f, k), f ∈ Δ(Th ),
(2.6)
f


dim f −k

where P (f, k) ⊂ Λ
(f ) is a polynomial space of diﬀerential forms and the
symbol ∧ is used to denote the exterior product. These degrees of freedom uniquely
determine an element in PΛk (Th ), (cf. Theorem 5.5 of [3]). In fact, if
PΛk (Th ) = Pr− Λk (Th ),

then P  (f, k) = Pr+k−dim f −1 Λdim f −k (f ),

while if
PΛk (Th ) = Pr Λk (Th ),

−
dim f −k
then P  (f, k) = Pr+k−dim
(f ).
fΛ

If v ∈ P̊Λk (f ), then v is uniquely determined by the functionals derived from
P  (f, k). Furthermore, any v ∈ PΛk (f ) is uniquely determined by P  (g, k) for all
g ∈ Δ(f ). In particular, if dim f < k, then P  (f, k) is empty, while P  (f, k) is
always nonempty if dim f = k. For dim f > k the set P  (f, k) can also be empty if
the polynomial degree r is suﬃciently low.
e
) are deﬁned by restricting the space
The local spaces PΛk (Tf,h ) and PΛk (Tf,h
k
e
PΛ (Th ) to the macroelements Ωf or Ωf . It follows from the assumption that Ωf
e
and Ωef are contractive, that all the local complexes (PΛ(Tf,h ), d) and (PΛ(Tf,h
), d)
e
are exact. The same holds for the subcomplexes (P̊Λ(Tf,h ), d) and (P̊Λ(Tf,h ), d),
corresponding to the subspaces of functions with zero trace on the boundary of the
macroelements.
For a given triangulation Th , the spaces of lowest order polynomial degree,
P1− Λk (Th ), i.e., the space of Whitney forms, will play a special role in our construction. The dimension of this space is equal to the number of elements in Δk (Th ),
and the properties of these spaces will in some sense reﬂect the properties of the
triangulation. Therefore, this space will be used to transfer information between
diﬀerent macroelements; cf. Section 3 below. For k = 0 this space is just P1 Λk (Th ),
the space of continuous piecewise linear functions. The natural basis for this space
is the set of generalized barycentric coordinates, deﬁned to be one at one vertex,
and zero at all other vertices. It follows from the discussion above that the degrees
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of freedom for the space P1− Λk (Th ), 0 ≤ k ≤ n, are f u for all f ∈ Δk (Th ). In
fact, if f = [x0 , x1 , . . . xk ] ∈ Δk (Th ), we deﬁne the Whitney form associated to f ,
φkf ∈ P1− Λk (Th ), by
φkf =

k


(−1)i λi dλ0 ∧ · · · ∧ dλi ∧ · · · ∧ dλk ,

i=0

where λ0 , λ1 , . . . , λk are the barycentric coordinates associated to the vertices xi .
The basis function φkf reduces to a constant k form on f , i.e., trf φkf ∈ P0 Λk (f ), and
it has the property that trg φkf = 0 for g ∈ Δk (Th ), g = f . In fact, if volf ∈ P0 Λk (f )
is the volume form on f , scaled such that f volf = 1, then
trf φkf = (k!)−1 volf ;
cf. [1, Section 4.1]. Furthermore, the map volf → Efk volf = k!φkf deﬁnes an
extension operator Efk : P0 Λk (f ) → P̊1− Λk (Tf,h ) for any f ∈ Δk (Th ). We observe
that the operators Efk are natural generalizations of the piecewise linear extension
operators Ef0 , introduced above for scalar valued functions. In fact, any element u
of P1− Λk (Th ) admits the representation


(2.7)
u=
trf u Efk volf .
f ∈Δk (Th )

f

We ﬁnally note that it follows from Stokes’ theorem that if f = [x0 , x1 , . . . , xk+1 ]
and u is a suﬃciently smooth k form on f , then


k+1

du =
(−1)j
trfj u,
(2.8)
f

j=0

fj

where fj = [x0 , . . . , xj−1 , x̂j , xj+1 , · · · xk+1 ]. Here the factor (−1)j enters as a
consequence of orientation.
3. A special projection onto the Whitney forms
Recall that the purpose of this paper is to construct local cochain projections
π k which map HΛk (Ω) boundedly onto the piecewise polynomial space PΛk (Th ).
Furthermore, in the construction of π 0 given above, the construction of trf ◦π 0 is
based on a local projection, Pf0 , deﬁned with respect to the associated macroelement
Ωf . Therefore one might hope that all the projections π k have the property that
trf ◦π k is deﬁned from a local projection operator deﬁned on Ωf for f ∈ Δ(Th ),
dim f ≥ k. However, a simple computation in two space dimensions, and with
PΛk (Th ) = P1− Λk (Th ), will convince the reader that if f = [x0 , x1 ] ∈ Δ1 (Th ), then
 x1

d 0
trf dπ 0 u =
π u ds = (π 0 u)(x1 ) − (π 0 u)(x0 ),
ds
f
x0
and the right-hand side here clearly depends on u restricted to the union of the
macroelements associated to the vertices x0 and x1 . Therefore, f trf π 1 du =
trf dπ 0 u must also depend on u restricted to the union of these macroelements,
f
and this domain is exactly equal to the extended macroelement Ωef . This motivates
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why the extended macroelements, Ωef , for f ∈ Δk (Th ), will appear in the construction below. In fact, a special projection operator, Rk : HΛk (Ω) → P1− Λk (Th ) ⊂
PΛk (Th ), will be utilized in the construction of π k to make sure that



trf π k du =
trf dπ k−1 u =
tr∂f π k−1 u,
f

f

∂f

for all f ∈ Δk (Th ).
The operator Rk will commute with the exterior derivative, and it is a projection onto P1− Λk (Th ). Therefore, in the case of lowest polynomial degree, when
PΛk (Th ) = P1− Λk (Th ), we will take π k = Rk . However, another key property of
the operator Rk is that in the general case, when P1− Λk (Th ) is only contained in
PΛk (Th ), we will have


k
(3.1)
trf R u =
trf u, f ∈ Δk (Th ), u ∈ PΛk (Th ),
f

f

i.e., the operator R preserves the mean values of the traces of function in PΛk (Th )
on subsimplexes f of dimension k. The rest of this section is devoted to the construction of the operator Rk , and the derivation of the key properties given in
Theorem 3.6 below.
k

3.1. Tools for the construction. Following our convention, we have suppressed
the dependence on the mesh parameter h of the operator Rk and the other operators
deﬁned in this section. To deﬁne the special projection Rk onto the Whitney forms,
P1− Λk (Th ), we will use local projections, Qkf , deﬁned with respect to the extended
e
macroelements Ωef . We deﬁne the projection Qkf : HΛk (Ωef ) → PΛk (Tf,h
) by the
system
Qkf u, dτ Ωef = u, dτ Ωef ,

e
τ ∈ PΛk−1 (Tf,h
),

dQkf u, dvΩef = du, dvΩef ,

e
v ∈ PΛk (Tf,h
).

For k = 0, the ﬁrst equation should be replaced by a mean value condition, so that
Q0f = Pf0 . This system has a unique solution due to the exactness of the complex
e
(PΛ(Tf,h
), d). Furthermore, by construction we have
(3.2)

u,
Qkf du = dQk−1
f

0 < k ≤ n.

e
We will also ﬁnd it useful to introduce the operator Qkf,− : HΛk (Ωef ) → PΛk−1 (Tf,h
)
deﬁned by the corresponding reduced system

Qkf,− u, dτ Ωef = 0,

e
τ ∈ PΛk−2 (Tf,h
),

dQkf,− u, dvΩef = u, dvΩef ,

e
v ∈ PΛk−1 (Tf,h
).

As a consequence, the projection Qkf can be expressed as
(3.3)

Qkf = dQkf,− + Qk+1
f,− d.

To make this relation true also in the case when k = 0 and f ∈ Δ0 (Th ), the operator
dQ0f,− should have the interpretation that dQ0f,− u is the constant Ωf u ∧ volΩf on
Ωf , where volΩf is the volume form on Ω, restricted to Ωf and scaled such that
volΩf = 1.
Ωf
To motivate the rest of the tools we need for our construction, consider again
dπ 0 u in the special case when PΛk (Th ) = P1− Λk (Th ). To obtain a commuting
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relation of the form dπ 0 u = π 1 du, we have to be able to express dπ 0 u in terms of
du. However, using the notation just introduced, we have




0
dπ u =
u ∧ volΩg + trg (Q1g,− du) dEg volg .
g∈Δ0 (Th )

Ωg

The second part of this sum is already expressed in terms of du. By combining the
contributions from neighboring macroelements we will see that the ﬁrst part of the
right-hand side can also be expressed in terms of du. If f = [x0 , x1 ] ∈ Δ1 (Th ), we
have



 
trf
u ∧ volΩg dEg volg =
u ∧ (volΩg1 − volΩg0 ),
f

g∈Δ0 (Th )

Ωef

Ωg

e
e
) = P1− Λn (Tf,h
), and
where gi = [xi ]. Furthermore, volΩg1 − volΩg0 ∈ P0 Λn (Tf,h
− n−1
1
e
(Tf,h ) such
with vanishing integral. As a consequence, there exists zf ∈ P̊1 Λ
that dzf1 = volΩg0 − volΩg1 , and by integration by parts




 
trf
u ∧ volΩg dEg volg = −
u ∧ dzf1 =
du ∧ zf1 .
f

g∈Δ0 (Th )

Ωef

Ωg

Ωef

By utilizing the representation (2.7), we therefore obtain


 
 
u ∧ volΩg dEg volg =
du ∧ zf1 Efk volf .
g∈Δ0 (Th )

Ωg

f ∈Δ1 (Th )

Ωef

This discussion shows that to construct local cochain projections, we must utilize
relations between local operators deﬁned on diﬀerent macroelements. To derive the
proper relations, we introduce an operator


e
e
P̊1− Λk (Tg,h
P̊1− Λk (Tf,h
)→
).
δ:
f ∈Δm+1 (Th )

g∈Δm (Th )

If f = [x0 , . . . , xm+1 ] ∈ Δm+1 (Th ), then the component (δu)f of δu is deﬁned by
(δu)f =

m+1


(−1)j ufj ,

j=0

where, as above, fj = [x0 , . . . , xj−1 , x̂j , xj+1 , . . . , xm+1 ], and ufj the corresponding
component
of u. We will also consider
derivative d as an operator map
 the exterior
− k
− k+1
e
e
P̊
P̊
ping
Λ
(T
)
to
Λ
(Tg,h
) by applying it to each
g,h
g∈Δm (Th ) 1
g∈Δm (Th ) 1

e
)
component. Hence, the two operators d◦δ and δ◦d both map g∈Δm (Th ) P̊1− Λk (Tg,h

− k+1
e
(Tf,h
). In fact, we have the stucture of a double complex
into f ∈Δm+1 (Th ) P̊1 Λ
which resembles the well-known Čech–de Rham complex; cf. [4]. The following two
properties of the operator δ are crucial.
Lemma 3.1.
d ◦ δ = δ ◦ d,

and

δ ◦ δ = 0.

Proof. It follows directly from the deﬁnition of δ that for f = [x0 , . . . , xm+1 ] ∈
Δm+1 (Th ),
m+1

(−1)j dufj .
(d ◦ δu)f = (δ ◦ du)f =
j=0
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If we further denote by fij the subsimplex of f obtained by deleting both xi and
xj , then
(δ ◦ δu)f =

m+1


(−1)j (δu)fj

j=0

=

m+1


(−1)

j=0

j

j−1


(−1) ufij −
i

i=0

m+1



(−1)i ufij = 0,

i=j+1

since for each i, j = 0, . . . , m + 1, with i = j, the term ufij appears exactly twice
with opposite signs.

The construction of the projection Rk will depend on local weight functions,
e
∈ P̊1− Λn−k (Tf,h
) for f ∈ Δk (Th ). In particular, the function zf0 ∈ P0 Λn (Tf,h )
for f ∈ Δ0 (Th ) will be given by zf0 = volΩf . For k = 1, 2, . . . , n, the functions
e
zfk ∈ P̊1− Λn−k (Tf,h
) are deﬁned recursively to satisfy the conditions

zfk

dzfk = (−1)k (δz k−1 )f

(3.4)
and

e
τ ∈ P̊1− Λn−k−1 (Tf,h
),

zfk , dτ Ωef = 0,

(3.5)

for any f ∈ Δk (Th ). We will not give an explicit construction of the functions zfk .
However, we have the following basic result.
e
Lemma 3.2. The weight functions zfk ∈ P̊1− Λn−k (Tf,h
) exist and are uniquely
0
determined by zf and the conditions (3.4) and (3.5).

Proof. We establish the existence of the functions zfk by induction on k. Let f =
[x0 , x1 ] ∈ Δ1 (Th ). Then
(δz 0 )f = (zf01 − zf00 ) = volΩf1 − volΩf0 ,
which implies that

Ωef

(δz 0 )f = 0. Hence, by the exactness of the complex
e
e
P̊1− Λn−1 (Tf,h
)−
→ P0 Λn (Tf,h
) → R,
d

e
) satisfying dzf1 = −(δz 0 )f . Next, assume we have
there exists zf1 ∈ P̊1− Λn−1 (Tf,h
constructed

e
P̊1− Λn−k+1 (Tf,h
)
z k−1 ∈
f ∈Δk−1 (Th )

such that
obtain

dzfk−1

= (−1)k−1 (δz k−2 )f for all f ∈ Δk−1 (Th ). From Lemma 3.1 we

(d ◦ δ)z k−1 = (δ ◦ d)z k−1 = (−1)k−1 (δ ◦ δ)z k−2 = 0,
e
)) is exact. Therefore, we can
and for each f ∈ Δk (Th ) the complex (d, P̊1− Λ(Tf,h
− n−k
k
e
(Δk (Tf,h )) such that (3.4) holds. This comconclude that there is a zf ∈ P̊1 Λ
pletes the induction argument. Finally, we observe that it is a consequence of the
e
)) and (3.5) of the deﬁnition of zfk that these
exactness of the complex (d, P̊1− Λ(Tf,h
functions are uniquely determined.
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We will use the functions zfk to deﬁne the operator M k : L2 Λk (Ω) → P1− Λk (Th )
by
M ku =




f ∈Δk (Th )

Ωef


u ∧ zfk Efk volf .

Note that M k u is a generalization for k-forms of the expression

 
u ∧ volΩf Ef volf
f ∈Δ0 (Th )

Ωf

appearing above in the case of zero-forms. It follows from the construction of the
functions zfk that the operator M k commutes with the exterior derivative.
Lemma 3.3. For any v ∈ HΛk−1 (Ω) the identity dM k−1 v = M k dv holds.
Proof. We have to show that



v ∧ zgk−1 dEgk−1 volg =
g∈Δk−1 (Th )

Ωeg


f ∈Δk (Th )


Ωef


dv ∧ zfk Efk volf

for any v ∈ HΛk−1 (Ω). Since both sides of this equation are elements of P1− Λk (Th ),
we need only check that the integrals of their traces are the same over each f =
[x0 , x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ Δk (Th ). Now it follows from the properties of the extension
operators Efk that the integral of the right-hand side is simply Ωe dv ∧ zfk , while
f

(2.8) implies that the corresponding integral of the left-hand side is



k

k−1
k
(−1)j
v ∧ zfk−1
=
v
∧
(δz
)
=
(−1)
v ∧ dzfk ,
f
j
j=0

Ωef

Ωef

j

Ωef

where the last identity follows by (3.4). However, by integration by parts (cf.
[1, Section 2.2]), utilizing that tr∂Ωef zfk = 0, we have


k
k
v ∧ dzf = (−1)
dv ∧ zfk ,
Ωef

Ωef



and this completes the proof.

The operator M k will be a key tool for the construction of the special projection
Rk onto the Whitney forms. However, the operator M k itself is not a projection
since it is not equal to the identity on the Whitney forms. The next step towards
the ﬁnal construction of Rk is to deﬁne operators S k : HΛk (Ω) → P1− Λk (Th )
recursively by S 0 = M 0 and



Sku = M ku +
trg [I − S k−1 ]Qkg,− u dEgk−1 volg , 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
g∈Δk−1 (Th )

g

e
We recall that the operator Qkg,− is a local operator with range PΛ(Tf,h
). However,
k
by an inductive argument, it follows that the composition trf ◦S is a local operator
mapping HΛk (Ωef ) into P0 Λk (f ). Therefore, the operators S k are indeed well
deﬁned.
The following result shows that S k , restricted to the space dP1− Λk−1 (Th ), preserves the degrees of freedom of the space P1− Λk (Th ).
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Lemma 3.4. For any v ∈ PΛk−1 (Th ) the following identity holds:


k
trf S dv =
trf dv, f ∈ Δk (Th ).
f

f

Proof. The proof goes by induction on k. For k = 0 the space dPΛk−1 (Th ) should
be interpreted as the space of constants on Ω, and since S 0 = M 0 reproduces
constants the desired identity holds.
Assume next that k ≥ 1 and that the desired identity holds for k − 1. By
utilizing the result of Lemma 3.3, we obtain that the commutator S k d − dS k−1 has
the representation



trg [I − S k−1 ]Qkg,− dv dEgk−1 volg , v ∈ HΛk−1 (Ω).
S k dv − dS k−1 v =
g

g∈Δk−1 (Th )

We recall that Qkg,− dv = Qgk−1 v−dQk−1
g,− v, and by the induction hypothesis

g

trg (I−

S
= 0. Therefore, for any v ∈ HΛ
(Ω) the commutator above can
be expressed as



trg [I − S k−1 ]Qgk−1 v dEgk−1 volg .
(3.6)
S k dv − dS k−1 v =
k−1

k−1
)dQg,−
v

k−1

g

g∈Δk−1 (Th )

e
However, since Qk−1
is a projection onto PΛk−1 (Tg,h
), it follows from (2.7) that
g




dS k−1 v =
trg S k−1 Qgk−1 v dEgk−1 volg , v ∈ PΛk−1 (Th ).
g∈Δk−1 (Th )

g

By restricting to a function v ∈ PΛk−1 (Th ), equation (3.6) therefore reduces to



k
S dv =
trg v dEgk−1 volg .
g

g∈Δk−1 (Th )

By integrating this representation over any f = [x0 , x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ Δk (Th ), we obtain



k

S k dv =
(−1)j
trfj v =
dv,
f

fj

j=0

f

where the ﬁnal identity follows from (2.8). This completes the induction argument.

In general, the operators S k will not commute with the exterior derivative. However, as a direct consequence of the proof above, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.5. The identity (3.6) holds for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and all v ∈ HΛk−1 (Ω).
3.2. The projection Rk . In order to obtain an operator Rk which is the identity
on all of P1− Λk (Th ), and hence a projection, the operator S k will be modiﬁed. For
each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, the operator Rk : HΛk (Ω) → P1− Λk (Th ) is deﬁned by

 
trf [I − S k ]Qkf u Efk volf .
Rk u = S k u +
f ∈Δk (Th )

f

Recall that the operator S k is local in the sense that trf ◦S k can be seen as a
local operator mapping HΛk (Ωef ) onto PΛk (f ). It is immediate from this and the
properties of the projection Qkf that trf ◦Rk also is local. In fact, for any T ∈ Th ,
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(Rk u)|T only depends on u|ΩeT . Furthermore, if f ∈ Δ0 (Th ), then Q0f = Pf0 .
Therefore, it follows that for k = 0 the operator R0 is identical to the operator π00 ,
used in the construction of the projection π 0 in Section 2.1 above.
The key properties of the operator Rk are given in the theorem below.
Theorem 3.6. The operators Rk : HΛk (Ω) → P1− Λk (Th ) are cochain projections.
Furthermore, they satisfy property (3.1), i.e.,


trf Rk u =
trf u, f ∈ Δk (Th ), u ∈ PΛk (Th ).
f

f

Proof. As above we use a notation where we suppress the dependence on h. It is
a consequence of the projection property of the operators Qkf that if u ∈ PΛk (Th ),
then

 
k
R u=
trf u Efk volf .
f ∈Δk (Th )

f

However, this implies the identity (3.1), and an immediate further consequence is
that Rk is a projection onto P1− Λk (Th ).
It remains to show that Rk commutes with the exterior derivative. From the
deﬁnition of Rk and Lemma 3.5 we have

 
dRk u = dS k u +
trf [I − S k ]Qkf u dEfk volf = S k+1 du.
f ∈Δk (Th )

However, S k+1 du = Rk+1 du since

Rk+1 du − S k+1 du =
f ∈Δk+1 (Th )

=



f ∈Δk+1 (Th )

f


f



f


trf [I − S k+1 ]Qk+1
du Efk+1 volf
f

k+1
trf [I − S k+1 ]dQk+1
volf = 0,
f,− du Ef


where the last identity follows from Lemma 3.4.

The operators Rk introduced above are local operators in the sense that (Rk u)|T
only depends on u|ΩeT for any T ∈ Th . Furthermore, for any ﬁxed h the operator
Rk is a bounded operator on HΛk (Ω). The discussion of more precise local bounds
is delayed until the ﬁnal section of the paper.
4. Construction of the Projection: The General Case
We ﬁnally turn to the construction of the projections π k in the general case, in
which PΛk (Th ) denotes any family of spaces of the form Pr− Λk (Th ) or Pr Λk (Th ),
such that the corresponding polynomial sequence (PΛk , d), given by (2.4) is an exact
complex. In particular, the Whitney forms, P1− Λk (Th ), are a subset of PΛk (Th ),
and in the special case when PΛk (Th ) = P1− Λk (Th ) we will take π k to be the
operator Rk constructed above.
In the construction we will utilize a decomposition of PΛk (Th ) of the form


(4.1)
PΛk (Th ) =
Efk (P0 Λk (f )) +
Efk (P̆Λk (f )),
f ∈Δk (Th )

f ∈Δ(Th )

dim f ≥k
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where Efk is the extension operator deﬁned in the previous section, mapping into
the space of Whitney forms, while Efk is an harmonic extension operator mapping
into P̊Λk (Tf,h ). Furthermore, the space P̆Λk (f ) = P̊Λk (f ) if dim f > k, while

P̆Λk (f ) = {u ∈ PΛk (f ) |
u = 0}, if dim f = k.
f

The decomposition (4.1) can be seen as a modiﬁcation of the more standard decompositions (1.1) and (1.2) in the sense that we are utilizing the special extension,
Efk , for the constant term of the traces on f , when dim f = k. The existence of
such a decomposition of the space PΛk (Tf,h ) is an immediate consequence of the
degrees of freedom (2.6).
As in the case k = 0 (cf. Section 2.1), the projection π k will be constructed from
k
k
, where π k = πnk . The operators πm
are deﬁned by a
a sequence of operators πm
recursion of the form

k
k
k
(4.2)
πm
= πm−1
+
Efk ◦ trf ◦Pfk [I − πm−1
],
k ≤ m ≤ n,
f ∈Δm (Th )

where the operators Pfk are local projections deﬁned with respect to the macroelements Ωf , generalizing the operators Pf0 introduced in Section 2.1. Furthermore,
k
the operator πk−1
will be taken to be the operator Rk deﬁned in Section 3 above.
Hence, to complete the deﬁnition of π k , it remains to give precise deﬁnitions of the
local operators Efk and Pfk .
4.1. Extension operators. The extension operators Efk are generalizations of the
harmonic extension operators Ef0 used for zero forms in Section 2.1. Let us ﬁrst
assume that f ∈ Δ(Th ) such that f is not a subset of the boundary of Ωf . In this
case, the harmonic extension Efk maps P̊Λk (f ) to P̊Λk (Tf,h ), where 0 ≤ k ≤ dim f .
More speciﬁcally, we let Efk φ be characterized by
dEfk φ

L2 (Ωf )

= inf{ dv

L2 (Ωf )

| v ∈ P̊Λk (Tf,h ), trf v = φ }.

We should note that it is a consequence of the degrees of freedom of the spaces
PΛk (Tf,h ) and P̊Λk (Tf,h ) that there are feasible solutions to this optimization
problem. As a consequence, an optimal solution exists. However, the solution
is in general not unique. The solution is only determined up to adding functions w
in P̊Λk (Tf,h ) satisfying dw = 0 on Ωf and trf w = 0. Therefore, to obtain a welldeﬁned extension operator, we need to introduce a corresponding gauge condition.
Hence, for any φ ∈ P̊Λk (f ) we let Efk φ ∈ P̊Λk (Tf,h ) be the solution of the system
(4.3)

Efk φ, dτ Ωf

= 0,

τ ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk−1 (Tf,h )),

dEfk φ, dvΩf

= 0,

v ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )),

and such that trf ◦Efk is the identity on P̊Λk (f ). Here N (trf ; X) denotes the
kernel of the operator trf restricted to the function space X. A key property of the
extension operators Efk is that they commute with the exterior derivative.
Lemma 4.1. Let f ∈ Δ(Th ). The extension operators Efk : P̊Λk (f ) → P̊Λk (Tf,h )
are well deﬁned by the system (4.3) for k = 0, 1, . . . , dim f , and for k ≥ 1 we have
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the identity
(4.4)

Efk dφ = dEfk−1 φ,

φ ∈ P̊Λk−1 (f ).

Moreover, the kernel of d restricted to N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )) is dN (trf ; P̊Λk−1 (Tf,h )).
Proof. For k = 0 the ﬁrst equation in the system (4.3) should be omitted. The
kernel of d restricted to N (trf ; P̊Λ0 (Tf,h )) is just the zero function, and Ef0 φ is
clearly uniquely determined by the second equation and the property that trf ◦Efk
is the identity. We proceed by induction on k.
Assume that the statement of the lemma holds for all levels less than k. We ﬁrst
establish the characterization of the kernel of d, restricted to N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )).
Assume that u ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )) satisﬁes du = 0. Then, by the exactness
of the complex (P̊Λ(Tf,h ), d), u = dτ for some τ ∈ P̊Λk−1 (Tf,h ). Furthermore,
d trf τ = trf dτ = trf u = 0. If k = 1 this implies that τ ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λ0 (Tf,h )). For
k > 1 it follows from the exactness of (P̊Λ(f ), d) that there is a φ ∈ P̊Λk−2 (f ) such
that dφ = trf τ . However, the function
σ = τ − dE k−2 φ = τ − E k−1 dφ ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk−1 (Tf,h ))
and satisﬁes dσ = u. Hence the complex (N (trf ; P̊Λ(Tf,h )), d) is exact at level k in
the sense that dN (trf ; P̊Λk−1 (Tf,h )) is the kernel of d restricted to N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )).
Consider a local Hodge Laplace problem of the form
(4.5)

σ, τ Ωf − u, dτ Ωf

= 0,

τ ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk−1 (Tf,h )),

dσ, vΩf + du, dvΩf

= 0,

v ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )),

where the unknown (σ, u) ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk−1 (Tf,h )) × P̊Λk (Tf,h ), and with trf u =
φ ∈ P̊Λk (f ). Since the complex (N (trf ; P̊Λ(Tf,h )), d) is exact at level k, it follows
from the abstract theory of Hodge Laplace problems (cf. for example [3, Section
3]), that the system (4.5) has a unique solution. Furthermore, by the exactness
of the same complex at level k − 1, σ = 0. Hence, u and Efk φ satisfy the same
conditions, and the uniqueness of Efk φ follows by the uniqueness of u.
Finally, to establish the identity (4.4), we just observe that for any φ ∈ P̊Λk−1 (f ),
the pair (σ, u), with σ = 0 and u = dEfk−1 φ ∈ P̊Λ(Tf,h ), satisﬁes the system (4.5)
with trf dEfk−1 φ = d trf Efk−1 φ = dφ. By uniqueness of such solutions we conclude
that dEfk−1 φ = Efk dφ. This completes the induction argument and the proof of the
lemma.

If g ∈ Δ(Tf,h ), with k ≤ dim g ≤ dim f and g = f , then trg Efk φ = 0. In the
case that f ⊂ ∂Ω, we will also have that f ⊂ ∂Ωf . In this case, the deﬁnition of
the operator Efk should be properly modiﬁed, such that Efk φ is not required to be
in P̊Λk (Tf,h ), but only required to be zero on the interior part of ∂Ωf . The key
desired property is that the extension of Efk φ from Ωf to Ω, by zero outside Ωf , is
in the global space PΛk (Th ).
It is a consequence of the decomposition (4.1) that any element u of PΛk (Th )
is uniquely determined by its trace on f , trf u, for all f ∈ Δ(Th ) with dim f ≥ k.
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Furthermore, if u is an element of the subspace given by


Efk (P0 Λk (f )) +
Efk (P̆Λk (f )),
(4.6)
f ∈Δk (Th )

f ∈Δ(Th )

k≤dim f ≤m

then u is determined by trf u for all f ∈ Δ(Th ) with k ≤ dim f ≤ m. A key
observation is the following.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that u ∈ PΛk (Th ) belongs to the subspace given by (4.6),
where k < m ≤ n. Then its exterior derivative, du, belongs to the corresponding
space


Efk+1 (P0 Λk+1 (f )) +
Efk+1 (P̆Λk+1 (f )).
f ∈Δk+1 (Th )

f ∈Δ(Th )

k+1≤dim f ≤m

Proof. It follows from the fact that (P1− Λ(Th ), d) is a complex for which

k+1
(P0 Λk+1 (f )) for any g ∈ Δk (Th ). Furthermore, if
dEgk volg ∈
f ∈Δk+1 (Th ) Ef
g ∈ Δ(Th ) and dim g > k, then (4.4) implies that dEgk φ = Egk+1 dφ for any
φ ∈ P̆Λk (g). As a consequence, it only remains to check terms of the form dEgk φ,
where φ ∈ P̆Λk (g) and dim g = k.
Note that dEgk φ is identically zero outside Ωg . Furthermore, consider any f ∈
Δk+1 (Th ), with g ∈ Δk (f ). Then Ωf ⊂ Ωg and the space N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )) can
be identiﬁed with a subspace of N (trg ; P̊Λk (Tg,h )). Therefore, it follows from the
deﬁnition of Egk φ that
dEgk φ, dvΩf = 0,

v ∈ N (trf ; P̊Λk (Tf,h )), f ∈ Δk+1 (Th ), g ∈ Δk (f ).

However, this implies that

Efk+1 (PΛk+1 (f ))
dEgk φ ∈
f ∈Δk+1 (Th )

g∈Δk (f )

=



Efk+1 (P0 Λk+1 (f )) +



f ∈Δk+1 (Th )

f ∈Δk+1 (Th )

g∈Δk (f )

g∈Δk (f )

Efk+1 (P̆Λk+1 (f )).


This completes the proof.

The harmonic extension operator discussed above is the one we will use in the
construction of the local cochain projection π k ; cf. (4.2). However, in the theory
below we will also utilize an alternative local extension, deﬁned with respect to
spaces PΛk (Tf,h ) instead of P̊Λk (Tf,h ). For 0 ≤ k ≤ n the operator Ẽfk : PΛk (f ) →
PΛk (Th ) is deﬁned by the conditions
(4.7)

Ẽfk φ, dτ Ωf = 0,
dẼfk φ, dvΩf = 0,

τ ∈ N (trf ; PΛk−1 (Tf,h )),
v ∈ N (trf ; PΛk (Tf,h )),

in addition to the extension property trf ◦Ẽfk φ = φ for all φ ∈ PΛk (f ). In complete
analogy with the discussion for the operators Efk above, by utilizing the exactness of
the complex (PΛ(Tf,h ), d) instead of the exactness of (P̊Λ(Tf,h ), d), we can conclude
with the following analog of Lemma 4.1.
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Lemma 4.3. Let f ∈ Δ(Th ). The extension operators Ẽfk : PΛk (f ) → PΛk (Tf,h )
are well deﬁned by the system (4.7) for k = 0, 1, . . . , dim f , and for k ≥ 1 we have
the identity
φ ∈ PΛk−1 (f ).

Ẽfk dφ = dẼfk−1 φ,

Moreover, the kernel of d restricted to N (trf ; PΛk (Tf,h )) is dN (trf ; PΛk−1 (Tf,h )).
4.2. Local projections. Let f ∈ Δ(Th ) and recall the deﬁnition of the spaces
P̆Λk (f ) given above, as P̊Λk (f ) if k is less than the dimension of f , and as the
subspace of PΛk (f ) consisting of functions with zero mean value if k = dim f .
Hence, as an alternative to (2.5), we can state that the complex
d

d

d

0 → P̆Λ0 (f ) −−→ P̆Λ1 (f ) −−→ · · · −−→ P̆Λdim f (f ) → 0
is exact. In particular, this means that the ﬁrst operator, d = d0 , is one-to-one and
the last operator, d = ddim f −1 , is onto. In order to deﬁne the local projections Pfk ,
appearing in (4.2), we will use the spaces P̆(f ) to introduce proper local spaces,
P̆Λk (Tf,h ). For 0 ≤ k < dim f these spaces lie between PΛk (Tf,h ) and P̊Λk (Tf,h ),
i.e.,
P̊Λk (Tf,h ) ⊂ P̆Λk (Tf,h ) ⊂ PΛk (Tf,h ).
More precisely, for 0 ≤ k ≤ dim f , the space P̆Λk (Tf,h ) is deﬁned by
P̆Λk (Tf,h ) = {u ∈ PΛk (Tf,h ) | trf ∈ P̆Λk (f ) },
while we let P̆Λk (Tf,h ) = PΛk (Tf,h ) for dim f < k ≤ n. We note that for k = 0
this deﬁnition is consistent with the deﬁnition of the space P̆r Λ0 (Tf,h ) used in
Section 2.1.
We observe that dP̆Λk (Tf,h ) ⊂ P̆Λk+1 (Tf,h ). In other words, (P̆Λk (Tf,h ), d),
given by
d

d

d

0 → P̆Λ0 (Tf,h ) −−→ P̆Λ1 (Tf,h ) −−→ · · · −−→ P̆Λn (Tf,h ) → 0,
is a complex. We also have the following:
Lemma 4.4. The complex (P̆Λk (Tf,h ), d) is exact.
Proof. Let m = dim f , and assume that u ∈ P̆Λk (Tf,h ) satisﬁes du = 0. We
need to show that there is a σ ∈ P̆Λk−1 (Tf,h ) such that dσ = u. For k > m + 1
this follows from the exactness of the complex (PΛ(Tf,h ), d). Assume next that
k ≤ m. Since d trf u = trf du = 0, it follows from the exactness of the complex
(P̆Λ(f ), d) that there is φ ∈ P̆Λk−1 (f ) such that dφ = trf u. Therefore u − dẼfk−1 φ
is in N (trf , PΛk (Tf,h )) and d(u − dẼfk−1 φ) = 0. By Lemma 4.3, there is a τ ∈
N (trf , PΛk−1 (Tf,h )) such that dτ = u−dẼfk−1 φ. Hence, the function σ = τ +Ẽfk−1 φ
satisﬁes trf σ = φ ∈ P̆Λk−1 (f ). So σ ∈ P̆Λk−1 (Tf,h ) and dσ = u.
Finally, we have to consider the case when k = m + 1. The exactness of the complex (PΛ(Tf,h ), d) and the assumption du = 0 implies that there is τ ∈ PΛm (Tf,h )
such that dτ = u. Furthermore, the exactness of (PΛ(f ), d) implies that there is a
φ ∈ PΛm−1 (f ) such that dφ = trf τ . The function σ = τ − dẼfm−1 φ has vanishing
trace on f . Therefore, it is in P̆Λm (Tf,h ), and dσ = u.
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We are now ready to deﬁne a local projection Pfk : HΛk (Ωf ) → P̆Λk (Tf,h )
satisfying
Pfk u, dτ Ωf = u, dτ Ωf ,

τ ∈ P̆Λk−1 (Tf,h ),

dPfk u, dvΩf = du, dvΩf ,

v ∈ P̆Λk (Tf,h ).

The operator Pfk is a well deﬁned projection onto P̆Λk (Tf,h ) as a consequence of
Lemma 4.4. When k = 0, the space dPΛ−1 (Tf,h ) should be interpreted as the space
of constants on Ωf , such that Pf0 is exactly the projection deﬁned in Section 2.1.
With this deﬁnition it is straightforward to check that the projections Pfk commute
with the exterior derivative, i.e.,
Pfk du = dPfk−1 u,

(4.8)

0 < k ≤ n.

4.3. Properties of the Operators π k . The deﬁnitions of the operators Efk and
Pfk given above complete the construction of the operators π k given by the recursion
(4.2). Here we shall derive two key properties of these operators, namely that they
are projections onto PΛk (Th ) and that they commute with the exterior derivative.
It is also clear from the construction that the operator π k is local, and, for each
triangulation Th , π k is well deﬁned as an operator on HΛk (Ω). However, the
derivation of more precise bounds will be delayed until the next section.
k
= Rk , i.e.,
We recall that the recursion (4.2) is initialized by choosing πk−1
the special projection onto the Whitney forms constructed in Section 3 above.
Therefore, we obtain from Theorem 3.6 that
k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1,

k
u = πkk+1 du,
dπk−1

(4.9)

0
π−1
k
πk−1

and for k = 0 the two operators
functions in PΛk (Th ), the operator
subsimplexes of dimension k, i.e.,


k
trf πk−1
u=
trf u,
(4.10)
f

and π00 are the same. Furthermore, for
preserves the integral of the trace over all
f ∈ Δk (Th ), u ∈ PΛk (Th ).

f

k
u)|Ωf ∈ P̆Λk (Tf,h ) for f ∈ Δk (Th )
In other words, if u ∈ PΛ (Th ), then (u − πk−1
and k ≥ 1.
We observe that it follows from (4.2) and the properties of the extension operators
Efk , that if f ∈ Δm (Th ), with m ≥ k, then
k

k
k
k
u = trf (πm−1
u + Pfk [u − πm−1
u]).
trf πm

(4.11)
On the other hand,
(4.12)

k
k
u = trg πm−1
u,
trg πm

g ∈ Δ(Th ), k ≤ dim g < m.

These observations are the key tools to obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.5. The operators π k are projections onto PΛk (Th ).
Proof. Assume throughout that u ∈ PΛk (Th ). We have to show that π k u = u. We
will argue that
(4.13)

k
u = trf u,
trf πm

if f ∈ Δ(Th ),

k ≤ dim f ≤ m,

for m = k, k + 1, . . . , n. This will imply the desired result, since functions in
PΛk (Th ) are uniquely determined by their traces on f ∈ Δ(Th ). We will prove
k
(4.13) by induction on m. Recall that u − πk−1
u ∈ P̆Λk (Tf,h ) for any f ∈ Δk (Th ).
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k
k
As a consequence, Pfk (u − πk−1
u) = u − πk−1
u, and therefore (4.13), with m = k,
follows from (4.11).
k
u=
Next, if (4.13) holds for m replaced by m − 1, then (4.12) implies that trg πm
k
trg πm−1 u = trg u for all g ∈ Δ(Th ), with k ≤ dim f < m. So it only remains to
show the identity (4.13) for f ∈ Δm (Th ). However, for each f ∈ Δm (Th ), we have
k
k
k
(u − πm−1
u)|Ωf ∈ P̆Λk (Tf,h ). Hence Pfk (u − πm−1
u) = (u − πm−1
u)|Ωf , and then
k
(4.11) implies that trf πm u = trf u. We have therefore veriﬁed that the operator
k
πm
satisﬁes property (4.13), which completes the proof.


To show that the projections π k are cochain projections, the following observation is useful.
Lemma 4.6. Assume that 0 < k ≤ n and that u ∈ HΛk−1 (Ω). For any f ∈ Δk (Th )
k−1
k−1
the function d(πk−1
u − πk−2
u)|Ωf ∈ P̆Λk (Tf,h ).
k−1
k−1
u − πk−2
u) is obviously in PΛk (Tf,h ). Therefore, it
Proof. The function e ≡ d(πk−1
only remains to show that f trf e = 0. If f = [x0 , x1 , . . . , xk ], then it follows from
k−1
the deﬁnition of πk−1
and (2.8) that


k

k−1
trf e =
(−1)j
trfj Pfk−1
(u − πk−2
u) = 0.
j
f

fj

j=0

projects
Here the last identity follows since for dim fj = k − 1, the projection Pfk−1
j
into a space of functions of mean value zero on fj .

We conclude with the ﬁnal result of this section.
Theorem 4.7. The operators π k are cochain projections, i.e., dπ k−1 = π k d for
k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof. We will prove that for u ∈ HΛk−1 (Ω), and 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
(4.14)

k
k−1
du = trf dπm
u,
trf πm

if f ∈ Δ(Th ), k ≤ dim f ≤ m,

for m = k, k + 1, . . . , n. As above, the case m = n implies the desired result. We
note that it follows from Lemma 4.2 that if (4.14) holds for any k ≤ m ≤ n, then
k
k−1
du = dπm
u.
πm
The identity (4.14) will be established by induction on m, starting from m = k.
By (4.8) and (4.11) we have, for any f ∈ Δk (Th ),
k
k
k
trf πkk du = trf [πk−1
du + Pfk (du − πk−1
du)] = d trf Pfk−1 u + trf (I − Pfk )πk−1
du.

On the other hand,
k−1
d trf πkk−1 u = d trf Pfk−1 u + d trf (I − Pfk−1 )πk−1
u
k−1
= d trf Pfk−1 u + trf (I − Pfk )dπk−1
u.

By comparing the two expressions, and utilizing (4.9), we obtain
k−1
k
trf (πkk du − dπkk−1 u) = trf (I − Pfk )(πk−1
du − dπk−1
u)
k−1
k−1
= trf (I − Pfk )(dπk−2
u − dπk−1
u) = 0,

where the last identity is a consequence of Lemma 4.6. So (4.14) holds for m = k.
Assume next that (4.14) holds for m replaced by m − 1. As we observed above,
k−1
k
this implies that πm−1
du = dπm−1
u. Furthermore, by (4.12) it follows that the
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k−1
k
operators πm
and πm
satisfy (4.14) for all f ∈ Δ(Th ) with k ≤ dim f ≤ m − 1.
Finally, for f ∈ Δm (Th ) we have by (4.8) and (4.11) that
k
k
k
trf πm
du = trf [Pfk (du − πm−1
du) + πm−1
du]
k−1
k−1
k−1
= trf d[Pfk−1 (u − πm−1
u) + πm−1
u] = trf dπm
u.



This completes the proof.

Remark 4.1. Recall that the operator M k , introduced in Section 3, is deﬁned on all
L2 Λk (Ω). However, the domain of π k has to be restricted to HΛk (Ω), due to the
appearance of the projections Qkf and Pfk in the construction. In fact, it may be
possible to modify the construction given above to obtain local cochain projections
deﬁned on L2 , by replacing Qkf and Pfk by proper local operators deﬁned on L2 .
A possibility is to use L2 bounded cochain projections constructed by following
the path used for the nonlocal smoothed projections (cf. [1, 3, 10, 21]), but now
restricted to a suitable macroelement. On the other hand, the local projections
used above, essentially constructed by local Hodge Laplace problems, may seem
more natural.
5. Local bounds
The purpose of this section is to derive local bounds for the projections π k
constructed above. The main technique we will use is scaling, a standard technique
in the analysis of ﬁnite element methods. The arguments below resemble parts of
the discussion given in [1, Section 5.4], where scaling is used in a slightly diﬀerent
setting.
From the construction above, it follows that the operators π k are local operators.
k
In fact, we observed in Section 3 that the operator πk−1
= Rk has the property
k
k
that trf ◦πk−1 u only depends on u|Ωef . As a consequence, (πk−1
u)|T only depends
on u restricted to

Ωef ⊂ ΩeT = D0,T ⊂ Dk−1,T
f ∈Δk (T )

for T ∈ Th and 0 < k ≤ n. Here we recall that the local domains Dm,T and
DT = Dn,T are deﬁned by (2.3). Therefore it follows by (2.3), (4.11), and the local
properties of the operators Pfk and Efk , that the operator π k has the property that
(π k u)|T only depends on u|DT for any T ∈ Th , 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Furthermore, for each
h the operator π k is a bounded operator in HΛk (Ω). Hence, for each h and each
T ∈ Th there is a constant c = c(h, T ) such that
(5.1)

πk u

L2 Λk (T )

≤ c(h, T ) ( u

L2 Λk (DT )

+ du

L2 Λk+1 (DT ) ),

u ∈ HΛk (DT ).

Our goal in this section is to improve this result by establishing the uniform bound
(5.2)

πk u

L2 Λk (T )

≤C( u

L2 Λk (Dt )

+ hT du

L2 Λk+1 (DT ) ),

u ∈ HΛk (DT ),

for 0 ≤ k ≤ n, where the constant C is independent of h and T . Since the operators
π k commute with the exterior derivative, the estimate (5.2) will also imply that
(5.3)

dπ k u

L2 Λk (T )

≤ C du

L2 Λk (DT ) ,

u ∈ HΛk (DT ),

for 0 ≤ k < n, with the same constant C as in (5.2). Therefore, the estimate (5.2)
will, in particular, imply the bounds given in Theorem 2.2.
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The rest of this section will be used to prove the estimate (5.2). For any ﬁxed
T ∈ Th , we introduce the scaling ΦT (x) = (x − x0 )/hT , where x0 is a vertex of T .
We let T̂ = ΦT (T ) and D̂T = ΦT (DT ) be the corresponding reference domains with
size of order one. The restriction of the triangulation Th to DT will be denoted
Th (DT ), and T̂h (DT ) the induced triangulation on D̂T . In general we will use
the hat notation to denote scaled versions of domains and local triangulations,
e.g., fˆ = ΦT (f ), f ∈ Δ(Th ). We note that the pullback, Φ∗T maps HΛk (D̂T ) to
HΛk (DT ). Furthermore, it follows from the deﬁnition of pullbacks that
(5.4)

Φ∗T u

L2 Λk (D)

−k+n/2

= hT

u

L2 Λk (D̂) ,

u ∈ L2 Λk (D̂),

where D ⊂ DT and D̂ = ΦT (D). We will obtain bounds for the operator π k ,
considered as a local operator mapping HΛk (DT ) to HΛk (T ), by studying the
k ∗
k
k
operator Φ∗−1
T π ΦT as an operator mapping HΛ (D̂T ) to HΛ (T̂ ). In fact, since
the since the pullbacks commute with the exterior derivative, it follows from (5.4)
that
πk u
(5.5)

L2 Λk (T )

k
= Φ∗−1
T π u

−k+n/2
L2 Λk (T̂ ) hT
−k+n/2

k ∗
≤ Φ∗−1
T π ΦT h T

≤

k ∗
Φ∗−1
T π ΦT

( u

( Φ∗−1
T u

L2 Λk (DT )

L2 Λk (T̂ )

+ hT du

+ Φ∗−1
T du

L2 Λk+1 (T̂ ) )

L2 Λk+1 (DT ) ),

k ∗
where Φ∗−1
denotes the operator norm in L(HΛk (D̂T ), L2 Λk (T̂ )). Note
T π ΦT
that if we can show that this operator norm is uniformly bounded with respect to
h and T ∈ Th , then (5.5) will imply the desired bound (5.2). The following result
is the key tool for this veriﬁcation.
k ∗
k
Lemma 5.1. The operator Φ∗−1
T π ΦT can be identiﬁed with the operator π̂ ∈
L(HΛk (D̂T ), HΛk (T̂ )) obtained by constructing the operator π k with respect to the
triangulation T̂h (DT ) of D̂T .

Proof. We have to show that the operators π k and π̂ k satisfy π k Φ∗T = Φ∗T π̂ k . In
fact, the proof just consists of checking that the pullback Φ∗T commutes properly
with the operators used to construct π k . A key property of the polynomial spaces
PΛk is that they are aﬃne invariant. Therefore, in particular, we will have that the
spaces PΛk (Th (DT )) = Φ∗T PΛk (T̂h (DT )). As a consequence of this, we also obtain
that the local projections Qkf , deﬁned with respect to the extended macroelements
Ωef , satisﬁes
(5.6)

Φ∗T Qkf = Q̂kf Φ∗T ,

f ∈ Δk (Th (DT )),

with the obvious interpretation of Q̂kf as the corresponding projections deﬁned
with respect to the domain Ω̂ef = Φ∗T (Ωef ). A corresponding property holds for the
extension operators Efk , i.e., Efk φ∗T = Φ∗T Êfk , where Eˆfk maps P0 Λk (fˆ) to P̊1− Λk (T̂f,h ).
In particular,
(5.7)

∗ k
Efk volf = Φ∗T Eˆfk Φ∗−1
T volf = ΦT Êf volfˆ.
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Consider the operator S 0 Φ∗T , where S k are the operators introduced in Section 3
above. By (5.7) we have, for any u ∈ HΛk (D̂T ),



0 ∗
∗
ΦT u ∧ volΩf Ef0 volf
S ΦT u =
f ∈Δ0 (Th (DT ))

(5.8)

=


f ∈Δ0 (Th (DT ))

=


f ∈Δ0 (Th (DT ))

Ωf




Φ∗T (u

∧

Ωf

Φ∗−1
T volΩf



Ω̂f

Ef0 volf


(u ∧ volΩ̂f

Φ∗T Êf0 volfˆ = Φ∗T Ŝ 0 u.

In general, we deﬁne the operators Ŝ k with respect to the reference domain D̂T as
k
outlined in Section 3. In particular, the weight functions ẑfk are taken to be Φ∗−1
T zf .
It follows essentially from (5.6), and an argument similar to one leading to (5.8),
that S k Φ∗T = Φ∗T Ŝ k , and this further leads to
k
k
πk−1
Φ∗T = Rk Φ∗T = Φ∗T R̂k = Φ∗T π̂k−1
.

(5.9)

It is also straightforward to check that the local projections Pfk and the extension
operators Efk satisfy the corresponding properties Pfk Φ∗T = Φ∗T P̂fk and Efk Φ∗T =
Φ∗T Êfk , which implies that
Efk trf Pfk Φ∗T = Φ∗T Êfk trfˆ P̂fk .
By combining this with the recursion (4.11) and (5.9), we obtain the relation
k ∗
k
πm
ΦT = Φ∗T π̂m
for k ≤ m ≤ n. In particular, the desired relation π k Φ∗T = Φ∗T π̂ k is
obtained for m = n.

We now have the following main result of this section.
Theorem 5.2. The operators π k satisfy the bounds (5.2) and (5.3), where the
constant C is independent of h and T ∈ Th .
Proof. It follows from (5.1) that for each h and T , there is constant C(h, T ) such
that
(5.10)

π̂ k u

L2 Λk (T̂ )

≤ C(h, T ) u

HΛk (D̂T ) ,

u ∈ HΛk (D̂T ),

where, as above, π̂ k is obtained by constructing the operator π k with respect to the
triangulation T̂h (DT ) of D̂T . However, due to the assumption of shape regularity
of the family {Th }, it follows that the induced triangulations T̂h (DT ) vary over a
compact set. Therefore, the constant C(h, T ) is uniformly bounded with respect to
h and T ∈ Th . The desired estimate (5.2) now follows from Lemma 5.1, combined
with (5.5) and (5.10). As we observed above, (5.3) follows from (5.2) and the fact

that the projections π k commute with d.
Finally, we observe that since the shape regularity of the triangulation {Th }
implies that the covering {DT } of Ω has a bounded overlap property, it follows
from the bounds (5.2) and (5.3) that the global estimates
πk u

L2 (Ω)

≤C( u

L2 (Ω)

+ h du

L2 (Ω) )
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and
dπ k u

L2 (Ω)

≤ C du

L2 (Ω) ,

u ∈ HΛk (Ω),

also hold, where C is independent of h.
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